Characterization of a unique IgG1 mAb CEX profile by limited Lys-C proteolysis/CEX separation coupled with mass spectrometry and structural analysis.
The unique cation exchange chromatography (CEX) charge variant profile of mAb1 is characterized by a combination of mass spectrometry, limited Lys-C digestion followed by CEX separation and structural analysis. During CEX method development, mAb1 showed several unexpected phenomena, including a unique profile containing two main species (acidic 2 and main) and significant instability during stability studies of the main species. Reduced Lys-C peptide mapping identified a small difference in one of the heavy chain peptides (H4) in acidic 2 and further mass analysis identified this difference as Asn55 deamidation. However, the amount of Asn55 deamidation in acidic 2 could account for only half of the species present in this peak. Lys-C limited digest followed by CEX separated several unique peaks in the acidic peak 2 including two pre Fab peaks (LCC1 and LCC2). Whole protein mass analysis suggested that both LCC1 and LCC2 were potentially deamidated species. Subsequent peptide mapping with MS/MS determined that LCC1 contained isoAsp55 and LCC2 contained Asp55. Combining LCC1 and LCC2 CEX peak areas could account for nearly all of the species present in acidic peak 2. Subsequent detailed sequence analysis combined with molecular modeling identified Asn55 and its surrounding residues are responsible for the different CEX behavior and instability of mAb1 following forced degradation at high pH. Overall, the combinatorial approach used in this study proved to be a powerful tool to understand the unique charge variant and stability profile of a monoclonal antibody.